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The growing pressure on retails1

14.2% Online retail sales growth in Europe 
€230 bn in 2016 to €263 bn in 2017 89%

Customers desire uni�ed experience across channels  
Companies with omnichannel customer engagement strategies retain 
approx. 89% of their customers

47%

Digital customers expect a personalized 
shopping experience 
Customers are expecting consistent shopping 
experience from one channel to the next 61%

Retail store managers believe shoppers are better 
connected to product information than in-store associates 
Customers are more informed about the product than employees

Associates Customers

Today's retailers have never had more demanding customers nor more opportunities to reach them in new ways. To survive in this highly 
competitive market, retailers need to deliver experiences through technological innovations to combine the best of in-store and online.
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Digital transformation is essential to sustaining a competitive advantage
for retailers. To succeed in the modern retail environment, new approaches  
are required. Solutions like Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Retail, delivers a uni-
fied solution across all channels encompassing sales, mobility, intelligence, 
and productivity helping retailers and employees achieve more in the 

cloud-first, mobile-first way. It helps retailers manage their operations, 
deliver a connected employee experience and offer exceptional 
shopping experiences by leveraging intelligent forecasting and product
recommendations. Intelligent business insights not only improve in-store and 
e-commerce profitability but also optimizes cost. 
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Transform your 
products and services 

Optimize your 
operations

Delight your 
customers

Empower your 
employees
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Understand and predict what your customers want 
One of the key factors to delight your customers is to stay ahead of 
demand in a cost-effective way. Predictive solutions let you cost-ef-
fectively track demand and manage inventory levels and locations. 

Bridge physical and digital experiences
Today’s digital native customers expect multiple ways to order, pur-
chase, and receive merchandise and products. You can meet these 
expectations with an end-to-end solution that integrates world-
class, omnichannel experience management capabilities with opera-
tional commerce technologies, giving you real-time data insights for 
a deep understanding of customers’ preferences, wants, and needs.

Engage your customers in a personal and relevant way 
across all touchpoints
Capitalize on technology solutions like mobility, immersive experi-
ence, and unified commerce to provide an exceptional customer ex-
perience and personalization that deepens customer engagement 
and loyalty.

Profit from optimized engagement and capitalize on  
real-time feedback through social and digital channels
Use technological capabilities to monitor customer sentiment, re-
spond to complaints, engage customers in marketing activities and 
ongoing conversations. Capitalize on the trend of customers using 
social and digital channels to research, buy and share experiences of 
products and services.

Delight customers with Microsoft Dynamics 365

Customers respond best to offers that are personal and relevant, 
leading to increasing promotional effectiveness, higher conversion, 
and larger basket size. Personalization can be delivered through loca-
tion-aware, mobile-devices, target email marketing, and personalized 
online shopping.

Dynamics 365 for Retail offers solutions to collect and understand the 
customer behavior and respond with offers and experiences that are 
personal, engaging, and relevant.
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Equip your teams to handle daily activities
Enable your employees to share knowledge and access the exper-
tise and resources required to create value for your customers. Em-
power them with latest digital tools and technologies – mobile-first 
employee portals, latest product information, tasks, training, social, 
line-of-business applications, and much more. 

Optimize labor and staff productivity
Break down silos across organizations and geographies, empow-
ering people and supporting processes that lead to a sustainable 
competitive advantage. Advanced analytics bring the power of 
machine learning to retail challenges enabling predictive, optimized, 
and personalized insights that lead to growth and profitability. 

Share insights and enable faster collaboration
Business insights coupled with social capabilities can enhance cus-
tomer experience. Your in-store sales associates can closely collab-
orate with back-office workers like design teams, buyers, marketing 
teams, and the store manager while gaining a direct line to the 
customer, with visibility into how customers respond to products, 
how merchandising is working, and the effectiveness of in-store 
promotions.

Empower employees with Microsoft Dynamics 365

Providing the right information for all job functions helps increase 
employee engagement and allows retailers to deliver differentiated 
and personalized customer service.

Dynamics 365 for Retail offers familiar productivity, collaboration, and 
social solutions that engage and empower your people.
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Predict demand and supply by processing big data in  
real-time across all your stores and warehouses
Use data from warehouse, in-store and online, to manage product 
allocation across channels. Data-driven understanding enables 
customer demand prediction resulting in delivering the right product 
to the right person at the right time. Data also helps in pricing and 
promotion with the analytical capability to predict optimum pricing 
and to make changes quickly when needed.

Streamline business processes and commerce
Achieve seamless collaboration across product planning, supply-
chain, merchandising, marketing and retail operations. Harness the 
power of advanced technologies to improve the speed and quality 
of predictions, deliver better forecasts, and make faster and more 
informed decisions to keep up with your customers expectations.

Equip your operations with a stream of intelligence 
Leverage the valuable data you already have from all the aspects 
of your operations – equipment, devices, sensors, purchases, ship-
ments and keystroke. Improve operations by acting on your insights 
and evolving business practices to keep pace with rapid change.

Protect business, customer and employee data
Keep your applications and data safe and running without interrup-
tion, make investments and develop cutting-edge technologies that 
directly benefit you.

Optimize your operations with Microsoft Dynamics 365

An aggregate understanding of shopping and market insights com-
bined with external data, empower retailers to improve forecasting, 
optimize their merchandising, and supply chains.

Dynamics 365 for Retail provides end-to-end business processes that 
optimize cloud scale, industry-leading security, and manageability. 
These intelligent solutions enable real-time connections across a wide 
range of innovative devices uniquely suited to every need in the retail 
environment. 
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Create new service-based revenue streams
Leverage the unique opportunity to establish one-on-one relation-
ships with service-based retail businesses. With pop-up stores and 
smaller outlets that act as auxiliaries to online shops catching on 
as alternatives to traditional brick-and-mortar stores will be a great 
way to interact regularly with your customers and build trust and 
loyalty. Technologies supporting mixed reality could take customer 
interaction to a completely new level.

Connect systems of intelligence
Deliver what customers want, when they want it by combining in-
store technologies laden with rich information. Augmented reality, 
digital signs, kiosks, touchscreens, and beacons crafts personal 
experiences and engages with your customers. While custom order 
solutions allow retailers to extend the inventory range, assisted sell-
ing solutions allow sales associates to identify inventory and design 
options from any location across the enterprise to meet customer 
demand. 

Innovate products for competitive advantage 
Combine data, machine learning, cognitive services to enable new 
and exciting ways of customer engagement and shopping. For ex-
ample, as people spend more time in messaging apps, retailers are 
looking at bots as a predominant way of reaching out and interacting 
with customers, delivering a consistent, rapid response at a lower 
cost.

Transform your products and services with 
Microsoft Dynamics 365

In order to succeed in a competitive environment, retailers and brands 
must continually deliver new products and services, improve process-
es, and find new ways to deliver value to customers. 

Dynamics 365 for Retail can help you foster a culture of innovation by 
making it easier for people to connect, share information, and work 
together across organizational and geographical boundaries which 
makes way for product and service innovations. 
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So, who is a digitally empowered customer? 4

Mobile checkout
Utilize secure device-to-device payment

OFFERS

Columbus helps retailers retrieve 
customer information on a POS 
system including personalized o�ers
and total payment amount 

Gives employees the data to deliver a 
personalized in-store experience

Empowered workforce

Social engagement
Gauge customer sentiment and 
trends through social media

With Columbus solutions, retailers are able 
to leverage social media to get a great 
understanding of the target market, identify 
trends, and evolve o�erings proactively 

Love these shoes
#Retailer

Karen just taps her credit card 
on the tablet and receives a 
receipt in her inbox. Karen 
uploads the picture of her 
new shoes on Instagram

New Message

Next steps

Use tools to gather better insights into customer 
behavior and preferences and leverage that data 
to grow your retail business. 

Columbus solutions utilized 
Karen's order-data  and 
behavior to personalize 
her in-store experience.

Done

Personalization    
Collect data through customer opt-in to 
personalize the shopping experience

Real-time inventory 
management 
Integrate click-and-collect and customer 
wish lists into inventory decisions

Meet Karen
She wants to buy
a new pair of shoes

Karen buys the shoes online 
through mobile app & chooses 
to pick them up at the store

Real–time o ers
Send real-time o�ers & noti�cations

 based on customer location

Digital physical integration
Enable rich information in store

S T O R E

Sale
30%

Karen decides to pick up an apparel 
before picking up the shoes. She 
could check available sizes on the 
store’s online application

7 Steps to deliver the perfect shopping 
experience to the digital customer
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Let Columbus be your trusted partner 
in your digital transformation.

For more information visit
www.columbusglobal.com

In the cloud and on the ground, Columbus takes care of you

Columbus has helped many emerging and well-established retailers reach their goals in the 
presence of global competitors which have almost unlimited resources. We can help you real-
ize a connected retail strategy that capitalizes on your unique value proposition and carries it 
into the future.

In retail, you experience one moment of truth after another. An immediate feedback loop 
between your customers and your products, employees, and brand puts you to the test many 
times every day. The Columbus retail teams help you take control of a business that can look 
as unpredictable as the weather. The right mix of solutions, business insight, and expertise 
enables you to meet your objectives and thrive.
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